Featured Application: This work can be widely used in high-speed railway clearance intrusion detection with image object classification and recognition.
Introduction
As of 2018, the length of high-speed railway lines in China had exceeded 29,000 km. With the increasing of speed, any object intruding railway clearance will pose a major threat to high-speed trains. Effective intrusion detection methods are of great significance to the safety of a high-speed railway operation. Machine vision is an effective non-contact intrusion detection method widely used in railways for the advantage of easy maintenance and intuitive results. Most of these methods detect intruding objects with background subtraction [1] . The disturbance of strong environment light and severe weather will lead to false alarms. To solve this problem, the convolutional neural network (CNN) [2] was used to detect objects intruding railway clearance. CNN has a good rotation and translation invariance, which can effectively reduce the impact of camera shake and light changing. Moreover, CNN has developed rapidly in recent years. From Lenet-5 [3] to Alexnet [4] , VGGNe [5] , GoogLeNet [6] and ResNet [7] , the depth of the CNN network has reached hundreds of layers, and the recognition effect has gradually improved. However, all these networks are classification models. They need to be retrained when the scene changes because of their weak generalization ability. They are ineffective in railway clearance intrusion detection. Therefore, it is of great significance to have a novel CNN network which can detect objects in railway images.
-
The deconvolution structure is introduced into the SSD network to improve the detection ability of small objects. 19 × 19 and 38 × 38 feature maps are deconvolved to and fused with 38 × 38 and 75 × 75 feature maps, respectively. -A recursive SSD network pruning method is proposed to reduce the model parameters and calculation load with the convolution kernel L1 norm criterion within a 1% precision loss. -Compared with original SSD, the recognition speed and accuracy of our method both improved. The mAP of our method on PASCAL VOC and railway datasets increased by 2.52% and 4.74%. The elapsed times of a single image are 35.5 ms and 31.0 ms, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related works are addressed in Section 2. An improved SSD network with a deconvolution structure is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the details of network pruning with the L1 norm criterion. The experimental results and the performance analysis are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 draws conclusions and indicates lines of future research work.
Related Works

Related Works of Railway Clearance Intrusion Detection
At present, many studies focus on railway clearance intrusion detection methods. Garcia et al. [15] proposed a multi-sensor system for the detection of obstacles. The system consists of emitting and receiving barriers placed on opposing sides of the railway. Infrared and ultrasonic sensors are used to establish optical and acoustic links between them. Punekar et al. [16] proposed a train location method with GPS and GSM, which helped to track trains and provided their position information to avoid accidents. Catalano et al. [17] used fiber Bragg grating sensors to detect the intrusion of railway objects. These methods are easily disturbed by environmental factors such as the weather and vibrations. With the development of machine vision technology, clearance intrusion detection with image processing has been widely used in railways. Sriwardene et al. [18] proposed a smart driver assisting system, which could detect obstacles in the rail area. Nakasone et al. [19] proposed a railway intrusion detection algorithm using a monocular camera and background subtraction. An image processing method including subtraction, binarization, morphological transformation and segmentation was used to track down moving obstacles at the level crossing [20] . A novel registration and fusion algorithm for multimodal railway images with different fields of views to detect objects was proposed by Guo and Zhou [21] . Tastimur et al. [22] proposed an onboard objects detection method at intersection areas. However, all these traditional methods are based on background subtraction. Due to the difficulty in real-time background updating, the detection effect is very poor, especially when the camera is shaking and there are sudden illumination changes. Because of their good rotation and translation invariance, CNN can be used for objects detection in complex railway environments.
Object Detection with CNNs
Before CNN, some machine learning algorithms had been applied to object detection. Viola et al. [23] used the AdaBoost algorithm to select Haar features for face detection at 67 ms for a face image, but the resolution of the face detection dataset is only 24 × 24. However, the resolution of pedestrians and trains in the railway dataset ranges from 50 × 70 to 800 × 600. Haar features, using this method, will take a lot of time and cannot meet the real-time requirements in the railway field. HOG was used to extract features, and SVM was used to detect pedestrians by Dalal [24] . Chen et al. [25] presented a novel model that utilized both sparsity and low-rankness with contextual regularization to detect moving objects in multi scenario surveillance data. These methods are effective in the case of small background changing. However, the detection effect is poor with large background changing. CNN can deal with the situation of large background changing and is suitable for the detection of continuous frames with a dynamic background. Temesguen et al. [26] combined a KNN classifier with a deep learning method to classify malware. However, it is not enough to classify the images on the railway dataset. There are two stages in the early CNN object detection method. Candidate boxes were firstly extracted by a selective search algorithm [27, 28] , after which the object location and classification were completed by the CNN network. RCNN [8] , SPPNet [29] and Fast-RCNN [9] all constitute these methods. Faster-RCNN [10] greatly improves the training and detection speed of the RPN network instead of a selective search algorithm. However, the calculation load and parameters of the two-stage target detection algorithm are still too large for real-time detection. Therefore, one-stage, end-to-end target detection algorithms, such as Overfeat [30] , YOLO [11] and SSD [12] , were proposed. They can extract, locate and classify bounding boxes directly by convolution, which greatly improves the speed of the target detection. Lin et al. [31] proposed focal loss to address the foreground-background class imbalance to improve the objects detection accuracy. Fu et al. [32] proposed the DSSD model by replacing the pre-network in SSD with Resnet-101. The detection accuracy of DSSD was greatly improved, but the complexity and elapsed time were also greatly increased. The object detection CNN network has been widely used in transportation. Amato et al. [33] proposed mLenet and mAlexnet structures for parking spaces statistics, but they only available in good weather condition. Wang et al. [34] completed different vehicle type identifications by introducing a maximum mean discrepancy into a migration learning task based on CNN. Hu et al. [35] combined traditional CNN with a spatial pyramid strategy to recognize the vehicle color under various conditions, but the accuracy was poor at night. Ye et al. [36] proposed a CNN-based railway object detection network consisting of three connected modules, i.e., a depthwise-pointwise convolution module, coarse detection module and object detection module. Railway experiments showed that the network could distinguish straight, railway left, right, pedestrian, bullet train, and safety helmets. All these objects in this paper were not far from cameras and were easy to recognize. There are so many cameras along high-speed railway lines that we need a more efficient network structure. Mobilenet [37] uses deep separable convolution to reduce model parameters. Squeezenet [38] reduces parameters by replacing the 3 × 3 convolution kernel with the 1 × 1 convolution kernel in the network. Courbariaux et al. [39] proposed a compressed model to reduce the parameters by binarizing the weights. Han et al. [40] accomplished network compression through pruning, trained quantization and huffman coding.
In this paper, in order to achieve the balance of recognition accuracy and speed, a deconvolution structure is added to SSD. In order to reduce the calculation load and parameters, the convolution kernel L1 norm is used to prune the unimportant weights in the network and speed up the detection process.
Improved SSD Network Structure
SSD Network Analysis
SSD is a one-stage object detection network, as shown in Figure 1 . The pre-convolution network is used to extract image features by adding six convolution layers after the VGG16 network. Then, the bounding boxes of different scales, with their category and location, are extracted on the six-layer feature maps. The bounding box locations are amended with a regression procedure [12] and refined with a non-maximum suppression algorithm. Therefore, the training of SSD regresses both the object locations and types. The loss function includes two parts: confidence loss and location loss, as shown in Formula (1).
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In Formula (1) , N is the number of matched default boxes; In Formula (1) , N is the number of matched default boxes; L con f (z, c) is the confidence loss function; The location loss function L loc (z, l, g)) is Smooth L1 loss [12] ; z is the matching result of the default box and the ground truth box of different kinds of objects; c is the confidence of the predicting box; l is the position of the predicting box, g is the position of the ground truth box; α is the parameter to balance the confidence loss and location loss, which is generally set to 1. By reducing the value of the loss function in the training process, the class confidence and position accuracy of the predicting box can be improved.
As shown in Figure 1 , SSD extracts default boxes from each unit of Conv4_3, Conv7, Conv8_2, Conv9_2, Conv10_2 and Conv11_2. The regression procedure of Formula (1) in the training stage will make the default boxes as close as possible to the ground truth boxes. The resolution of six convolution layers decreases from the front to back, but their corresponding feature level increases. For instance, the Conv4_3 layer has the highest resolution of 38 × 38, but its corresponding feature is the lowest level; and the Conv11_2 layer has the lowest resolution of 1 × 1, but its corresponding feature is the highest level. In the test phase, each default box is matched with the ground truth box and reduced by a non-maximum suppression algorithm. Conv4_3 has the highest resolution in the six convolution layers and contains more details of small objects. However, the details are not enough for small objects detection. This will lead to a significant increase in the calculation load and an over-fitting of high-level feature maps if convolution layers are added before this layer. For an original image in Figure 2a , the low-level and high-level feature maps are shown in Figure 2b ,c. From Figure 2 , we can see that low-level feature maps have better edge information, and high-level feature maps have stronger semantic information. In order to improve the small object detection ability, feature maps should not only have a high resolution to detect small objects, but also have stronger semantic information to detect the location and category information.
Improved SSD with Deconvolution
Deconvolution is the inverse process of convolution. High-level features are mapped to low-level features by deconvolution to enrich their semantic information. The deconvolution schematic is shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 2 , we can see that low-level feature maps have better edge information, and highlevel feature maps have stronger semantic information. In order to improve the small object detection ability, feature maps should not only have a high resolution to detect small objects, but also have stronger semantic information to detect the location and category information.
Deconvolution is the inverse process of convolution. High-level features are mapped to lowlevel features by deconvolution to enrich their semantic information. The deconvolution schematic is shown in Figure 3 . The deconvolution operation is completed with the matrix multiplication of a one-dimensional vector expanding from the feature map and a sparse matrix expanding from the convolution kernel. The deconvolution calculation is shown in Formula (2):
where X → and Y → represent one-dimensional vectors expanded from the input and output features. C denotes the sparse matrix by expanding the convolution kernel. Deconvolution is an inverse process of normal forward propagation of convolution only by exchanging the input and output feature maps. Therefore, the parameters of the deconvolution kernel are the same as those of the convolution kernel. In the training process, the parameters of the deconvolution kernel can be learned by a back propagation algorithm. Through deconvolution, high-level features can be mapped onto low-level features. The new features are spliced with the original low-level features to achieve a feature fusion. The default boxes are extracted from the combined feature maps. The low-level feature map will have more global information by combining with the mapping feature without changing the fitting ability of the highlevel feature map. The feature fusion method with deconvolution is shown in Figure 4 . The deconvolution operation is completed with the matrix multiplication of a one-dimensional vector expanding from the feature map and a sparse matrix expanding from the convolution kernel. The deconvolution calculation is shown in Formula (2):
where → X and → Y represent one-dimensional vectors expanded from the input and output features. C denotes the sparse matrix by expanding the convolution kernel. Deconvolution is an inverse process of normal forward propagation of convolution only by exchanging the input and output feature maps. Therefore, the parameters of the deconvolution kernel are the same as those of the convolution kernel. In the training process, the parameters of the deconvolution kernel can be learned by a back propagation algorithm. Through deconvolution, high-level features can be mapped onto low-level features. The new features are spliced with the original low-level features to achieve a feature fusion. The default boxes are extracted from the combined feature maps. The low-level feature map will have more global information by combining with the mapping feature without changing the fitting ability of the high-level feature map. The feature fusion method with deconvolution is shown in Figure 4 . In order to improve the SSD detection ability of small objects without increasing too much computation, we introduce deconvolution only to low levels, since they contain more details of small objects.
The input image is 300 × 300. A feature map with a resolution of 75 × 75 is added as a detection layer. Feature maps with resolutions of 19 × 19 and 38 × 38 are deconvoluted and fused with 38 × 38 and 75 × 75 feature maps. The resolution relationship between the deconvolution input and output feature maps is shown as Equation (3):
where O is the resolution of the output feature map; S is the stride of the convolution kernel, W denotes the resolution of the input feature map; F is the convolution kernel size; and P is the padding size. In order to splice, it is necessary to ensure that the resolution of the deconvolution feature maps is consistent with that of the low-level feature maps. In Formula (3), the deconvolution kernel size of the 19 × 19 feature maps is 2 × 2, stride is 2, and padding size is 0. The deconvolution kernel size of the 38 × 38 feature maps is 3 × 3, stride is 2, and padding size is 1. The structure of the improved SSD network is shown in Figure In order to improve the SSD detection ability of small objects without increasing too much computation, we introduce deconvolution only to low levels, since they contain more details of small objects.
where O is the resolution of the output feature map; S is the stride of the convolution kernel, W denotes the resolution of the input feature map; F is the convolution kernel size; and P is the padding size. In order to splice, it is necessary to ensure that the resolution of the deconvolution feature maps is consistent with that of the low-level feature maps. In Formula (3), the deconvolution kernel size of the 19 × 19 feature maps is 2 × 2, stride is 2, and padding size is 0. The deconvolution kernel size of the 38 × 38 feature maps is 3 × 3, stride is 2, and padding size is 1. The structure of the improved SSD network is shown in 
Network Model Pruning with L1 Norm Criterion
Improved SSD with deconvolution can improve the ability of small objects detection. However, there is a sharp increase of the network model size and calculation load. The network model size can be decreased with weight parameters pruning. In this paper, the SSD network is pruned with the L1 norm criterion of the convolution kernels. The pruned network weights are used as initial parameters for fine tuning. Through this, the model size and calculation load of the improved SSD network can be greatly reduced without an obvious loss of accuracy.
The convolution operation can be expressed as Equation (4):
where g(i,j) is the value of each pixel in the output feature map; f(i + k,j + l) is each pixel value in the input feature map; and h(k,l) is the convolution kernel value. When the convolution kernel slides over the whole image, the image convolution is essentially the sum of the product of the convolution kernel and the corresponding pixels of the coverage area. In this paper, L1(Fj) is the L1 norm of each convolution kernel Fj. It is considered that the convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm have less influence on the network model and belong to redundant convolution kernels. The convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm are pruned after sorting all L1 norms of each convolution kernel. The pruned network is retrained to ensure its accuracy. The L1 norm of the convolution kernel can be defined as Formula (5): Figure 5 . Improved SSD network. FF2, FF1, Conv7, Conv8_2, Conv9_2, Conv10_2 and Conv11_2 are used to extract the default boxes. By deconvolution and feature fusion, the detection ability of the SSD network for small objects is improved.
where g(i,j) is the value of each pixel in the output feature map; f (i + k,j + l) is each pixel value in the input feature map; and h(k,l) is the convolution kernel value. When the convolution kernel slides over the whole image, the image convolution is essentially the sum of the product of the convolution kernel and the corresponding pixels of the coverage area. In this paper, L 1 (F j ) is the L1 norm of each convolution kernel F j . It is considered that the convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm have less influence on the network model and belong to redundant convolution kernels. The convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm are pruned after sorting all L1 norms of each convolution kernel. The pruned network is retrained to ensure its accuracy. The L1 norm of the convolution kernel can be defined as Formula (5):
where F j denotes the jth convolution kernel, s is the size of the convolution kernel, n k denotes the dimension of the convolution kernels, and L 1 (F j ) is the L1 norm of F j . The process of pruning using the L1 norm criterion is shown in Figure 6 . The original network is shown in Figure 6a . The input feature map H 0 with M 0 channels is convoluted with the M 1 convolution kernels to generate the feature map H 1 with M 1 channels. The feature map H 1 with M 1 channels is convoluted with the M 2 convolution kernels to generate the feature map H 2 with M 2 channels. The pruning process of the network structure is shown in Figure 6b .
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In the second convolution level, the m2 convolution kernels are removed from the M2 kernels. The feature map H1' with (M1-m1) channels is convoluted with the (M2-m2) convolution kernels to generate the feature map H2' with (M2-m2) channels.
The procedure of the improved SSD network pruning is as follows:
(1) For each layer, the L1 norm of each convolution kernel is sorted from small to large. The convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm are pruned. After pruning, the channels of the feature map will be reduced. Therefore, the convolution kernels of the next level should also be pruned.
(2) The pruned network weight is used as an initial parameter for fine-tuning. During the finetuning phase, the pre-VGG network structure is firstly frozen. The convolution layers after VGG are fine-tuned until their accuracy is stable. Then, the pre-VGG network is fine-tuned. This method can reduce the loss of network accuracy as much as possible.
(3) Repeat the prior two steps for recursive pruning until the precision loss is larger than a preset threshold.
Through this, the model parameters and computation are both reduced.
Experimental Section and Results
In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, experiments were carried out on PASCAL VOC and high-speed railway datasets. For a better robustness, besides the original image samples of the dataset, one of the following two ways was used for data augmentation:
(1) Sample a patch so that the minimum jaccard overlap with the objects is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. (2) Randomly sample a patch.
After the training dataset is expanded by the above methods, the training samples are more diverse and increased by 2 times. The model trained by the expanded dataset will be more robust. In the second convolution level, the m 2 convolution kernels are removed from the M 2 kernels. The feature map H 1 ' with (M 1 -m 1 ) channels is convoluted with the (M 2 -m 2 ) convolution kernels to generate the feature map H 2 ' with (M 2 -m 2 ) channels.
(1) For each layer, the L1 norm of each convolution kernel is sorted from small to large. The convolution kernels with a smaller L1 norm are pruned. After pruning, the channels of the feature map will be reduced. Therefore, the convolution kernels of the next level should also be pruned. (2) The pruned network weight is used as an initial parameter for fine-tuning. During the fine-tuning phase, the pre-VGG network structure is firstly frozen. The convolution layers after VGG are fine-tuned until their accuracy is stable. Then, the pre-VGG network is fine-tuned. This method can reduce the loss of network accuracy as much as possible. (3) Repeat the prior two steps for recursive pruning until the precision loss is larger than a preset threshold.
(1) Sample a patch so that the minimum jaccard overlap with the objects is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9.
(2) Randomly sample a patch.
After the training dataset is expanded by the above methods, the training samples are more diverse and increased by 2 times. The model trained by the expanded dataset will be more robust.
The deep learning software framework in the experiment is Caffe. The hardware used in the experiment is Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700 CPU@3.60 Hz, and the memory is 16 G. The GPU used in the experiment is NVIDIA (R) GTX (R) 1060.
Experiment on PASCAL VOC Dataset
The PASCAL VOC dataset contains 20 categories: person, aero, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle, bus, car, cat, chair, cow, dining table, dog, horse, motorbike, potted plant, sheep, sofa, train and TV monitor. The PASCAL VOC dataset consists of VOC2007 and VOC2012. We train our network on the VOC2007 and VOC2012 training sets and test it on the VOC2007 test set.
In object detection, the mean average precision (mAP) is a commonly used evaluating indicator for detection precision. The mAP is calculated through recall and precision. Specifically, the recall and precision could be calculated as Equations (6) and (7):
where TP, FP, TN and FN stand for true-positive, false-positive, true-negative and false-negative. Under different confidence thresholds, the two-dimensional curve with precision and recall as the horizontal and vertical coordinates can be plotted. The area under the curve is the average precision (AP), considering both the precision and recall. The average of all categories of APs is the mAP. In the experiment, we use mAP as an indicator to evaluate the network performance.
The experimental results of the improved SSD with deconvolution are compared with Faster-RCNN, YOLO, Single Shot multibox Detector (SSD) and DSSD on the PASCAL VOC datasets in Table 1 . In Table 1 , compared with the other four state-of-art network models, the improved SSD that is proposed has the 11 highest APs out of 20 object categories. In general, our method has the best performance. Compared to Faster-RCNN, YOLO, SSD and DSSD, the mAP increases by 4.4%, 14.2%, 3.3% and 1.3%, respectively. On this basis, the elapsed time and model size of the four models are compared in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , compared with the other four networks, the improved SSD network model has a significant improvement in mAP. However, the elapsed time of each image is higher than SSD and YOLO. At the same time, the model size is significantly smaller than Faster R-CNN, YOLO and DSSD, but is a little bigger than SSD.
In order to reduce the calculation load and improve the detection speed, the improved SSD is recursively pruned with the L1 norm criterion until the precision loss is larger than 1%.
According to the difference of the convolution kernel numbers in different layers, the convolution kernels are pruned in arithmetic and geometric form at different layers.
The layers Conv1_1 to conv3_3, conv6_1, and conv7_1 to conv8_2 are pruned in arithmetic form, as shown as Equation (8), because their convolution kernel numbers are small. a n − a n−1 = d
In Equation (8), a n is the convolution kernel number after pruning; and a n−1 is the convolution kernel number before pruning. d is the tolerance. The tolerance of layers with 64, 128, and 256 initial convolution kernels are −2, −6, and −18, respectively.
The layers conv4_1 to fc7 and conv6_2 are pruned in a geometric progression, as shown in Equation (9), since their kernel numbers are large. a n = a 0 q n (9) where a 0 is the initial convolution kernel number; a n is the convolution kernel number after the nth pruning; and q is the common ratio. The common ratio is 0.8 for the layers with 512 or 1024 convolution kernels.
We use this prune criterion to prune the improved network six times. The details of each layer are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . SSD network structure with six recursive prunings.
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Pruning Times  0  1  2  3  4  5  6   conv1_1  64  62  60  58  56  54  52  conv1_2  64  62  60  58  56  54  52  conv2_1  128  122  116  110  104  98  92  conv2_2  128  122  116  110  104  98  92  conv3_1  256  238  220  202  184  166  148  conv3_2  256  238  220  202  184  166  148  conv3_3  256  238  220  202  184  166  148  conv4_1  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv4_2  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv4_3  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv5_1  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv5_2  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv5_3  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  deconv_5_3  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  deconv_4_3  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  fc6  1024  820  656  524  420  336  270  fc7  1024  820  656  524  420  336  270  conv6_1  256  238  220  202  184  166  148  conv6_2  512  410  328  262  210  168  135  conv7_1  128  122  116  110  104  98  92  conv7_2  256  238  220  202  184  166  148  conv8_1  128  122  116  110  104  98  92  conv8_2  256  238  220  202  184  166  148 In Figure 7 , after three prunings, the mAP of the model is 76.82%, which is 0.81% lower than the unpruned network. After the fourth, fifth and sixth pruning, the mAP of the model is 76.45%, 75.55% and 74.38%, respectively. Compared with the unpruned network, the mAP of the model decreases by 1.18%, 2.08% and 3.95%, respectively. We stop pruning after three times because our pruning criterion is that the precision loss should be less than 1%. Table 4 shows the mAP, model size and elapsed time with six prunings. In Figure 7 , after three prunings, the mAP of the model is 76.82%, which is 0.81% lower than the unpruned network. After the fourth, fifth and sixth pruning, the mAP of the model is 76.45%, 75.55% and 74.38%, respectively. Compared with the unpruned network, the mAP of the model decreases by 1.18%, 2.08% and 3.95%, respectively. We stop pruning after three times because our pruning criterion is that the precision loss should be less than 1%. Table 4 shows the mAP, model size and elapsed time with six prunings. In Table 4 , the mAP loss is only 0.81% after three prunings. The model size was reduced from 115 M to 40.7 M. The elapsed time for a single image was reduced from 50 ms to 35.5 ms. Compared with the original SSD network, the mAP increased by 2.52%, while the elapsed time was reduced by 0.7 ms.
In order to test the scalability of the model, we tested 4952 images on the PASCAL VOC test set. The test results, with a confidence threshold of 0.3, are shown in Table 5 . As can be seen from Table 5 , among the 14,976 objects in 4952 images, 14,679 were detected correctly, 64 were mis-detected and 233 were missed. Among the 20 types of objects, the highest accuracy was 100%, the lowest accuracy was 95.0%, and the overall accuracy was 98.01%. This proves that the network has a good scalability. Figure 8 shows the detection results of the original and improved SSD on the PASCAL VOC dataset. The left column is the detection result of the original SSD network. The right column is the detection result of our improved SSD network. In the first row, our method detected 2 more persons and 1 more ship than the original SSD method did. In the second row, we detected 2 more cows. In the third row, our method detected 3 more chairs. At the same time, the confidence of almost all kinds of objects were significantly improved in our method. 
Experiment on High-Speed Railway Dataset
For the high-speed railway, any objects intruding the railway clearance will do great threat to normal operation. According to statistics, almost all intruding objects are pedestrians and normal running trains. For intrusion detection, we should detect all the intruding pedestrians and trains.
In order to test the effect of the model on the detection of high-speed railway objects intrusion, our improved SSD model obtained from the PASCAL VOC dataset was directly used for the railway intruding detection. We selected 1000 samples containing pedestrians and trains from the railway dataset. The test results are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Experiment results on the railway dataset. 36 In Table 6 , the mAP of pedestrians and trains are 41.25% and 49.36%, respectively. The model trained with the PASCAL VOC dataset is not good enough for high speed railway intruding detection. So we need to use a high-speed railway dataset that includes pedestrians and trains. We collected samples from the HangYong and BaoLan high-speed railway line at different time periods, different weather conditions, and different speed conditions. Then, we converted a series of railway traffic videos into a sequential frame of images. Because of the similar content between adjacent sequences, we sampled the image every five frames. In total, we labeled 14,760 image frames and obtained 21,053 pedestrian samples and 9231 train samples, shown in Table 7 . Some of the data samples are shown in Figure 9 . Table 7 . The number of each class on the railway dataset.
mAP (%) Pedestrians Trains
45.3 41.25 49.
Class
Number Pedestrian 21,053 Bullet Train 9231 Figure 8 . Detection results comparison between the original SSD and our improved SSD.
Experiment on High-Speed Railway Dataset
In order to test the effect of the model on the detection of high-speed railway objects intrusion, our improved SSD model obtained from the PASCAL VOC dataset was directly used for the railway intruding detection. We selected 1000 samples containing pedestrians and trains from the railway dataset. The test results are shown in Table 6 . In Table 6 , the mAP of pedestrians and trains are 41.25% and 49.36%, respectively. The model trained with the PASCAL VOC dataset is not good enough for high speed railway intruding detection. So we need to use a high-speed railway dataset that includes pedestrians and trains. We collected samples from the HangYong and BaoLan high-speed railway line at different time periods, different weather conditions, and different speed conditions. Then, we converted a series of railway traffic videos into a sequential frame of images. Because of the similar content between adjacent sequences, we sampled the image every five frames. In total, we labeled 14,760 image frames and obtained 21,053 pedestrian samples and 9231 train samples, shown in Table 7 . Some of the data samples are shown in Figure 9 . After the dataset setup, the improved SSD network was trained with our high-speed railway dataset. We took 80% of these samples for training and validation, and the rest for testing. The mAP, model size and elapsed time results of our method without pruning are compared with those of Faster R-CNN, YOLO, SSD and DSSD in Table 8 . In Table 8 , compared to the second best method, our method improved the precision of pedestrian detection by 2.91%. The improvement on the train detection precision is not very obvious because the train samples are all large objects. In general, our method gets the best performance in precision, the second best in model size and the third best in elapsed time.
In the above experiment, we used RGB images to train the network. In order to compare the effects of single-channel and three-channel images on the final accuracy of the network, we transformed the RGB images into brightness images for training. The training results are shown in Table 9 . From Table 9 , we can see that the recognition performance of the network degrades due to the lack of chrominance information in the brightness images. But the improved SSD network still has a higher performance than other state-of-the-art networks. Compared with the RGB images, the performance of the brightness images is worse. Consequently, we use the RGB images for the recognition.
In order to reduce the model size and elapsed time, the improved SSD is pruned with the same L1 norm criterion. The pruning results are shown in Table 10 . After the dataset setup, the improved SSD network was trained with our high-speed railway dataset. We took 80% of these samples for training and validation, and the rest for testing. The mAP, model size and elapsed time results of our method without pruning are compared with those of Faster R-CNN, YOLO, SSD and DSSD in Table 8 . In Table 8 , compared to the second best method, our method improved the precision of pedestrian detection by 2.91%. The improvement on the train detection precision is not very obvious because the train samples are all large objects. In general, our method gets the best performance in precision, the second best in model size and the third best in elapsed time.
In order to reduce the model size and elapsed time, the improved SSD is pruned with the same L1 norm criterion. The pruning results are shown in Table 10 . In Table 10 , the mAP loss is 0.66%, 1.26% and 2.13% after 4, 5 and 6 prunings. It should be noted that after 4, 5 and 6 prunings, the average precision of pedestrians decreased by 0.81%, 1.66% and 3.11%, respectively, and the average precision of trains decreased by 0.5%, 0.87% and 1.14%, respectively. The main reason for this is that the pedestrian objects are smaller than those of trains. With the same criterion as the PASCAL VOC dataset, the precision loss threshold is 1%. Consequently, we pruned the improved SSD network 4 times. After the 4th pruning, the model size was reduced from 105 M to 24.4 M. The elapsed time for a single image was reduced from 48.3 ms to 31.0 ms. Compared with the original SSD network, the mAP increased by 4.74%, while the elapsed time was reduced by 2.5 ms. Figure 10 shows the pedestrian detection results of the original SSD ( Figure 10a ) and our improved SSD (Figure 10b ) in the high-speed railway dataset. In Table 10 , the mAP loss is 0.66%, 1.26% and 2.13% after 4, 5 and 6 prunings. It should be noted that after 4, 5 and 6 prunings, the average precision of pedestrians decreased by 0.81%, 1.66% and 3.11%, respectively, and the average precision of trains decreased by 0.5%, 0.87% and 1.14%, respectively. The main reason for this is that the pedestrian objects are smaller than those of trains. With the same criterion as the PASCAL VOC dataset, the precision loss threshold is 1%. Consequently, we pruned the improved SSD network 4 times. After the 4th pruning, the model size In the first row of Figure 10 , the original SSD detects the left two pedestrians as one. However, our method detects all three pedestrians. In the second row, our method detects one more person than the original SSD does. At the same time, the confidence of all objects is improved significantly in our method.
Finally, we tested with 2952 images from the test set. There are 1386 bullet trains and 3484 pedestrians (there may be multiple pedestrians in one image). We set the confidence threshold to 0.4 to test the images in the test set. The test results are shown in Table 11 . Table 11 . Experimental results on the railway test set. Pedestrian  3484  3462  0  22  Bullet train  1386  0  1386  0 As can be seen from Table 10 , among the 3484 pedestrians, 3642 can be detected. 22 are missed, and the number of false detections is 0. Among the 1386 trains, all of them can be detected, and both mistakes and missed detections are 0. The detection accuracy can reach 99.55%, the mistake rate is 0, and the miss rate is 0.45%, which can effectively perform the railway clearance intrusion detection. In the first row of Figure 10 , the original SSD detects the left two pedestrians as one. However, our method detects all three pedestrians. In the second row, our method detects one more person than the original SSD does. At the same time, the confidence of all objects is improved significantly in our method.
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Finally, we tested with 2952 images from the test set. There are 1386 bullet trains and 3484 pedestrians (there may be multiple pedestrians in one image). We set the confidence threshold to 0.4 to test the images in the test set. The test results are shown in Table 11 . Table 11 . Experimental results on the railway test set. Pedestrian  3484  3462  0  22  Bullet train  1386  0  1386  0 As can be seen from Table 10 , among the 3484 pedestrians, 3642 can be detected. 22 are missed, and the number of false detections is 0. Among the 1386 trains, all of them can be detected, and both mistakes and missed detections are 0. The detection accuracy can reach 99.55%, the mistake rate is 0, and the miss rate is 0.45%, which can effectively perform the railway clearance intrusion detection.
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In order to compare the influence of light intensity on the detection results, we divided the test set into two parts of 1723 strong light images and 1229 non-strong light images. Some of the data samples are shown in Figure 11a ,b. The detection results are shown in Table 12 . In Table 12 , there are more missed detections for strong light images than for non-strong light images because of the strong light interference with the same confidence threshold as Table 11 . All pedestrians and trains can be detected when we set the confidence threshold to 0.35. Consequently, the detection performance can also be improved by adjusting the reasonable threshold.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel SSD network structure by deconvolving the high-level features to a low level and fusing them with original low-level features to improve their semantic information. The mAP of the improved SSD network is higher than for the other three state-of-art In Table 12 , there are more missed detections for strong light images than for non-strong light images because of the strong light interference with the same confidence threshold as Table 11 .
All pedestrians and trains can be detected when we set the confidence threshold to 0.35. Consequently, the detection performance can also be improved by adjusting the reasonable threshold.
In this paper, we proposed a novel SSD network structure by deconvolving the high-level features to a low level and fusing them with original low-level features to improve their semantic information. The mAP of the improved SSD network is higher than for the other three state-of-art methods. We proposed the L1 norm criterion of the convolution kernel to prune the SSD network to decrease the calculation load. We also used a high-speed railway dataset containing ground truth information of intruding pedestrians and bullet trains. Our algorithm performs best on both the PASCAL VOC and railway datasets.
In the future, we plan to use a larger high-speed railway dataset with more types of intrusion objects, and we will conduct further research and compression methods to obtain a better detection performance. 
